I filed this complaint against Franklin Township. I included a list of the township supervisors who are responsible for changing the ordinances to allow fracking.

They have discriminated against me because they did not listen to my continuing complaints on how the fracking would affect my health. This has continued for over 3 years. The fracking company after 3 years finally got their paperwork correct in order to proceed but the TWP ordinances did not protect me from harm allowing the fracking company to do anything they want. My complaint is on how they wrote the ordinances with no regard to my complaints on health requirements for diseased, handicapped, disabled or elderly. Since day one I have spoken about my disability and what the fracking will do to me. They simply did nothing. The ordinances were modified to allow fracking with anything that was necessary to get it done. Being that nothing will hurt me from the proposed drill site location until it is drilled I could only complain about the detrimental affects to come.

Sent from my iPhone